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QUESTIONS AS TO THE MAN- set type. Mechanical typesetters 11 
ner in which Illinois delegates to were in use for some time before 
the Republican national conven ... Mergenthaler's invention, but they 
tion having given rise· to corres- were moderately successful. The 
p o n d e n c e b e- Grand Forks Herald was using one 
t w e e n . Colonel of those machines 40· years ago. 
Knox and Sena- The Linotype casts fresh type 
tor Borah, the faces, a solid line at a time, from 
colonel wired the molten metal, insuring always 
senator that he clean, sharp type faces, and elim· 
supposed the del- inating wear and breakage and the 
e g at e s w o u 1 d labor of distribution. The name of 
vote "according th.e machine is a contraction of the 
to the dictates of phrase ''line-of ... type." 
the~r own consci- . * * * 
ences." The re.. WHILE MANY ADVANCES 
mark recalls a have been made in the art of print-
story so old that ing, no other single. step in that 
it has been pret- field since the day of Gutenberg I 
ty well forgotten. himself has exerted an influence 
It happened at a as profound and far ... reaching as 
w. P. Davies. time and in a lo- the invention of the Linotype. Gut- 1 
cality marked by exceedingly crude enberg gave to the world a meth-
political methods~ ·In a remote pre- od whereby there was substituted 
cinct, almost unanimously Demo- for the slow, laborious work of the 
cratlc, the Republican campaign penma~, the operation of the 
chairman learned that the Demo- printing press. Crud,e as was the 
cratic committee was paying two press in its first stages, it so fa-
dollars each for votes. He sought cilitated and cheapened the' repro-
out the key man of the locality and duction of the written word that 
offered to double the price. The the gates of knowledge, which had 
number of votes which the key been · barred against the multitude, 
man said he controlled was check.- were thrown open for all mankind. 
ed and payment was made. At the * * * 
election the precinct went Demo-· WITH THE LINOTYPE CAME 
cratic by the usual majority. a still further speeding up and 
* * * cheapening of the process. Vigor-
THE CHAIRMAN HUNTED UP ous objections to the introduction 
the ·key man and remonstrated. He of the Linotype were made on the 
wanted tQ know how come. "Well," ground that one machine would re- . 
. . . . I 
said. the key xnan, "you see, it was place i:;everal men, throwing multi-
this way: The Democrats paid us tudes out of employment. Similar 
two dollars apiece. Then you come objections were made in the days 
along and paid us four dollars of Gutenberg, whose invention was 
apiece. Then we talked it over and denounced as the work of the devil. 
figgered on what to do. The way Undoubtedly the printing press re-
we size,d it up the Republicans was placed many copyists. But the 
more corrupter than ~he Demo- cheap production of the printed 
crats, so we agreed to vote accord- page created new demands and 
in' to the dictates of our own cons- new markets for labor. That also 
ciences." has been the influence of the Lino-
* * * type. And that has been the influ-
ON SATURDAY NIGHT PRES .. ence of labor-saving machinery in 
ident Roosevelt made a speech in general. 
which he warned against specula- * * * 
tive excesses, skyrocketing prices MILL I ON S OF DOLLARS 
and . fnflation generally. And on were spent in nort;hern Minnesota 
Monday the· stock market took the ·1n draining swamp lands and peat 
biggest plunge downward that it bogs. Settlers started to make 
has had for many months . . Surely homes in the drai:t~ed territory, and 
' the president can't complain .of because most of it was unfit for 
i lack of co-operation after that. agriculture, the lot of those set-
* * * tiers has been a difficult one. Now 
FIFTY YEARS AGO OTTMAR large sums are to be spent to undo 
Mergenthaler produced the first what was so unwisely done, and 
-~I commercially successful llnotype after a generation or so that ]and 
machine. Often called a typesetting will be returned to the uses for 
machine, · the Linotype does not which it Is best fitted. 
DR CHARLES A. BEARD HAS Y. W. C. A. by Dr. Thomas F. 
itt · b ok in which he advo- Kane, . former president of the wr en a O • University of North Dakota. Dr. 
cate~ the cessation of foreign com- and Mrs. Kane spent the winter 
merce as a means of keeping the traveling with friends in South 
u n it e d States kmerica. 
out of war. I have * * * 
not s e e n the KING EDWARD VIII ON A 
book, but that is recent visit to Scotland described 
the substance of himself as a Scot, and he is, with-
a published~t~te- o,ut question, descended from a 
ment concernmg long line of Scottish monarchs. 
it. The idea is His ancestry also runs back to the 
that war is caus ... ancient Britons, Saxons and Nor-
ed chiefly by mans, while among the continental 
comp 1 i c a t i o n s strains are D a n i s h, German, 
arising out of French, and perhaps several oth ... 
f o r e i g n trade, ers. 
therefore, t h e * * * 
way to avoid war CHARLES EDWARD, THE 
is to buy nothing "Yo>1ng Pretender,'' was for a time 
and sell nothing the idol of a considerable percent-
W. P. Davies, abroad, but stay age of the population of Scotland, 
at home and mind our own busi- but someone who has been delv-
ness. ing into ancestry and reducing it 
* * * to percentages says that he was 50 
TO MAKE THE JOB COM- per cent Polish, 25 per cent Italian, 
plete we should close all our ports, 14 1-16 per cent French, 6 1-4 per 
sink all our ships, cut all the cables cent Danish, 1 1-16 per cent Eng-: 
and devise some way of neutraliz- lish, and exactly 3 1-8 per cent '" 
ing the radio waves that come to Scottish. Probably those percent .. 
us from across the ocean. Thus we ages might be reduced much furth-
should be able to avoid the con ... er. Thus the "English" ancestcy of 
taminating influence of the mis- Charle1 Edward was composed of 
guided and utterly hop ess sec- Norman, Saxon p.nd early British, l 
tions of the human race that in- and :probably his continental line-
habit Europe, Asia a,nd Africa. As age was equally mixed. The ances-
the congressman said: "What have try of other than royal families 
we to do with abroad anyway?'' cannot be traced so far, but if it 
* * * could be all of us would discover 
P:lnRSONS WHO HAVE TRAV- tliat we are a very mixed lot 
eled between Grand Forks and Be- · * * * 
m1dj1 lately are wondering what EVERY MAIL BRINGS ITS 
has become of the crocuses. Along quota of peace plans, recovery 
that stretch of road east of Mar- plans and plans for the creation of 
coux the low hills are usually a new social system. Today's let-
masses of bloom long befo[e this, ter describes among the benefits to 
but I am told that not a blossom be realized from the adoption of 
is to be seen there thus far. the prol'ram of the writer, reduc-
* * * ti<;>n of all taxes, minimum wage 
THE FLOWER W HI CH IS of $25 per week: complet, protec-
popularly known a1 the crocus .is tlon f all workers as to wages, 
also known by several other names, hours and working conditions, ab-
as pasque :flower, anemone, wind olition ot foreclo1ures, reduction or 
flower and -.&rnd flower. It ta the cap.celll\tlon of all debt1 amo1.1nt .. 
earlll3st of all our wild tlowers, tng to $2,000 or more, regulation of 
often blooming on a bit of bare all prices, no government interter-
ground in the im ediate vicinity cmce with ordinary Qperation of 
of a snow ba.nk. It !s found on business, increased pay ot all Qirmy 
high, well drained •oil, often over and navy officers •nd enlisted men, 
a 1rra.vel ridge, and it is often doubli::,g tn siie of the National 
found in such dense masses tbat Guard, aid given to youth to marry 
an entire hill will be covered with and found homes, abolition of· pov-
its delicate purple blossoms. Sure- erty, compulsory trai,ning in patri-
ly a plant native to the northwest, otism, removal from the country 
and so thoroughly hardy, cannot of all who oppose the program. 
ha,ve been killeg out by tho sever, These are but a few of the objec"' 
winter weather. We shall see what ttves of this movement. But not a 
another week or ao will bring word 11 said · as to · the methods by 
forth. which these ends art ta. be attain ... 
* * * ed. And I'll bet four llollars that 
A BEµATED COPY OF THE the promoters are receiving sub-
Buenos Aires Herald summarize• atantial subscriptions from people 
an address on "Scholarship and who think it'1 grand movement. 
Education" delivered at a lunch .. What a tine ttme Barnum could 
eon meeting of the Bueno• A.ires have If he were living now! 
PHIL AD E LP HI A COMMIT- lasses to "freshen'' them. I suppose 
tees are sending out booklets full the methods employed now are 
of information about the city for more sanitary. 
the benefit of those who expect to * * * 
attend the Demo- THE CURRANTS WHICH WE 
c r at i c nationalA'ind fresh on the market grow on 
convention there. bushes. Two of the varieties, red 
There are many and white, are quite similar in 
reasons why the habit and flavor. The black cur2 
Democrats _chose rant, which is often found grow-
Philadel Ph 1 a. as ing wild, is quite different and 
their convention grows more like a gooseberry. It 
city. Driving has a flavor all its own, and was 
through there formerly supposed to have valu-
last summer it able medicinal properties. A hot de-
seemed to me coction of blackberry preserve was 
that most of the supposed to be the ideal thing for 
streets are one- a cold. Mixed with cold water it 
way streets. Mr. gave an acceptable flavor to a sum. 
Farley may have mer drink and was often used by 
w. p, Davies. had that fact in workmen in the harvest fields. 
mind in selecting * * * 
the place. But most of the street ANOTHER POPULAR HARV-
intersections are marked "no left 
est drink was oatmeal' water, which 
turn," and I'm waiting to see what was made by stirring a couple of 
the Democrats will do about that. handfuls of oatmeal into a pail of 
* * * cold water. This was put in a 
S O M E SCIENTIFIC SHARK stone jug and kept under a grain 
undertakes to explain why fat men shock or a pile of fresh hay. The 
eat too much. Perhaps fat men eat contents were well shaken and the 
more than they need. I don't know liquid was drunk from the mouth 
about that. But in quantity many of the jug. There was an art in 
of them-perhaps most - consume tilting the jug over the elbow, and 
much less than do their scrawney skill in doing that was a mark of 
brethren. Everyone has p I ump experience in field work. I have 
friends who seem satisfied with a suggested oatmeal water as a bev-
meal which would scarcely suffice erage to some of my golfing 
for a sparrow, while some little friends, but they don't seem to be 
skin-and-bones fellow w i 11 put interested. 
away an enormous plateful of pro- * * * 
vender without seeming to derive DR. AND MRS. R. D. CAMP-
any benefit from it. bell, just home from a drive of 8,-
* * * 000 miles which took them through 
OVER A LUNCHEON THE most of the southern states, report 
other day some of us got to talking that while east of the Allegheny 
of raisins, with which the raisin mountains spring is on, with all its 
bread was more liberally sprinkled I beauty and luxuriance of bloom 
than usual, and from that the talk and verdure, west of the mountains 
drifted to currants. The dried cur- the season is as backward as in 
rant of com:r:"oi:rce and the currant the northwest. In the western part 
of which the housewife makes jelly of West Virginia a week or so ago 
are often confused. The former is the trees were as bare as in Grand 
really a raisin, being the product of Forks. This condition was noticed 
a vine which is related to the or- all the rest of the way home. 
dinary grape vine. Currant vines * * * 
are often propagated by being THE TOURISTS FOUND THE 
grafted on standard grape stock. southern roads generally good. 
* * * This was especially true in Louisi-
YEARS AGO MOST COMMER- ana, where Huey Long had caused 
cial currants came from Greece, millions to be spent on a magnifi-
where their culture is an import- cent system of roads built almost 
ant industry. A considerable acre- regardless of cost, and with little I 
age in California is now devoted to regard for the ability of the state [ 
this crop. In my youthful days to pay for them. Driving through 
back east our store handled large the government rehabilitation pro-
quantities of Zante currants, which ject at Reedsville, West Virginia, 
came in great sacks containing the Campbells found the tract bi-
several hundred pounds of the sected by a broad, well-paved high-
dried fruit, caked into a solid mass. way, evidently an expensive piece 
The procedure was to knock the of construction, while the road at 
hoops off the cask and strip off either end is considerably below 
all the wood, which left standing par. The houses on the project ap-
a young mountain of dried cur- pear "'to be of costly construction, 
rants. This was attacked with and nothing has been done yet to 
shovels. The mass was broken up improve the appearance of the 
and the currants were sprinkled surroundings, which are bare and 
with a. mixture of vinegar and mo- unattractive. 
. A FEW WEIDKS AGO, ON MA-
jor :Bowes' amateur hour, Do~othy 
Bows-not related to the major-
sang the highest note ever reached 
. · by the h u m a n 
voice, so far as 
all t h e known 
r 'e c o r d s show. : 
Quite clearly, as I 
the tone came 
over the radio, 
she sounded the 
D above high C, 
and in addition 
to this feat she 
demonstrated that 
her voice has the 
remarkable range 
of four octaves. 
The next . week 
Major Bowes an-
nounced that all 
avai'ha>le records had been search-
ed to discover how high human 
voices had ever been known to 
soar, and it was discovered that 
Miss Bows holds the all-time rec-
ord for high notes. In the course of 
his talk the major gave the records 
of several of the world's best 
known sopranos, but the facts, 
stated incidentally in the course of 
· a regular p ogram, were difficult 
to catch and still ·more difficult to 
remember. However, those facts 
have been put in print, and, believ-
ing that many who are interested 
in such bits of musical lore will 
like to preserve them, I am giv-
tng them herewith. 
* * * 
THE PREVIOUS HOLDER OF 
th record was not Lily Pons, Jen-
ny Lind, Adelina Patti, Marcella 
Sembrich or any of the famous 
singers within present memory, ac-
cording to musical statistics. It 
was Agujari, a soprano of the 
eighteenth century, who sang the 
B, a tone and a half below · Doro-
thy Bows's D, in 1770. The fact is 
recorded on good authority, for it 
ts contained in " letter ~ritten by 
a 14-year-old boy who heard her 
sing the igpt the record was 
made. The lad's name was Wolf-
gant }4ozart, destined to become 
one of the worta•s greatest com-
posers . . 
* .... * 
OTHER R CORDS HOW 
t t Jenny L d's highest was a 
f three tones below Miss Bows's 
top note. And it was this singer 
who was believed by Dorothy her-
self to hold the record with the D 
that the radio coloratura sang. Ac-
tually, however, the ''Swedish 
,. Nightingale" .never soared higher 
than the third tone below that. 
Adelina Patti's highe9t was one 
tone below Jenny Lind's, and one 
1 below Pattt were Seml;>rich and 
Eames. 
* * * 
MISS BOWS IS 21 YEARS OLD. 
Her only ~usical training was in 
the choir of the .. Church of the As-
cension in Washington. She has 
been employed as secretary in a 
dry-cleaning plant until the time 
of her appearance over the air. The 
broadcasters contend "she sang to 
the largest audience which regu-
larly listens to a radio program; 
two )'ears ago it couldn't have hap .. 
pened." 
* * * SHE REACHED THE HIGH D 
· fn the "Queen of the Night" aria . 
from "The Magic Flute." Oddly 
enough, the composer of this opera 
was Mozart, who heard Agujari in 
. 1770. Miss Bows had a range of 
four octaves and demonstrated the 
complete range in different parts 
of this aria, one of the most diffi-
cult in the soprano repertoire. 
* * * MISS BOWS' ACH!EVEMENT 
has reminded :me of a.nnth .... al- r 
er, Ellen ' Beach Yaw-if I haven't 
the name quite right someone can 
correct me. I haven't seen or heard 
her name for years. She was a 
young woman · who came, as I re-1 
call it, from a middle state, poss-
ibly Missouri. She attracted con- 1 
siderable attention by the remark-
able range of her voice, and al-
most equally so by the unusual 
length of her neck. Her name be-
came so generally associated ·with 
that physical peculiarity that the 
term 11Yaw neck'' became quite 
commonly used as a descriptive 
term. I wonder what became of 
her. 
* * * 
THE USE OF THE STOP-AND-
go sign at highway crossings away 
from cities is believed by some au-
thorities to cause rather than pre-
vent accidents. The driver, seeing 
the green light ahead of him, 
speeds up in order to reach the 
intersection before it changes, and 1 
if he doesn't quite make it, he isl 1 
going too fast to stop in time. 
* * * 
ONE AUTHORITY ON AUT0
1
1  
traffic recommends tha.. on such . 
highways, where traffic is dense, · 
an "all-stop" sign be used instead 
of the red and green signal. His 
idea is that if all cars, from any 
direction, were required to come 
to a full stop, the driver could the 
safely use his judgment as to th 
proper time to cross. A car brough 
to a full stop at the edge of an in 
tersection could not attain suffi 
clent speed whhin the crossing t 
be out of control. The idea seem 
sound. 
* * * THERE ARE LOCAL DRIVERS 
who need to be warned that they 
are taking grave chances in speed-
ing through intersections and mak-
, ing either right or left turns at 
· high speed with the greenlight. The 
fact that the green light is on 
does not warrant a driver in driv-
ing through at 30 miles an hour, 
even though he may think he is in 
a hurry. And when a. car is turning 
in either direction, pedestrians 
moving with the green light have 
the absolute right of way. One of 
these days someone is going to be 
killed by one of those whirling der-
vishes. And it may be worth while 
to remember that while insurance ~ 
takes care of civil damages, up to . 
a certain point, insurance provides 
no defense against criminal prose- , 
ution for reckless driving. 
IF ANYONE HAS AN A.CRE flowers have to encroached on the 
or so of nice, . mellow garden vegetable garden that little . at · 1t is 
d f t I hope he . won't left. But there still remains the groun or ren , . urge to root up the soil and have 
offer it to me, becaute I migpt . be one's labor rewarded by the abund'.'" 
tempted to take. ant harvest that can be reaped in 
i t. A n d . t h e n 1 the fall. · 
where would I * * * 
be? There is BUT EVEN IN THE LITTLE 
so~ething fascin- garden, restricted to flowers, there 
atmg about gar- is poetry mystery and adventure. 
denin~, and whUe The othe~ day l · pl~nted petunia 
_I reahze the fu- seed, like tiny· grains of sand. One 
!ility of atte~pt- day each of those hard little pellets 
· mg such thmgs, will have produced a wide-spread-
at my age, in ing pJa,nt, gay with many ... c~lored 
spi~e of all _temp- flowers. Still smaller, scarce! larg-
. tation to stick to er than dust is the seed of the 
other occupation, sweet t\:lyssu~. From that will 
I would still a come a 18llt larger than millions 
r a r d e n e r b e. of the pa.rent seeds. 
W. p u ·v1 Time was when I ·· * * * 
• • a ea. could garden ex- AND WI THIN EACH OF 
panslvely and. could revel in all the those seedi,, scarcely more than mi-
variety of vegetable• that this won- croscopic size, there ls aomethlng 
derfUl Red river valley s9il and which makes it diff ereut from the 
climate w111 produce it it is treated seed of every other species. In lta . 
right. Ther was utlllty in it, for innermo~t· recesses, 10 ·- •killfully 
the products ot the garden cut concealed as to be beyond dlscov .. J 
down materially the fainilY's. living ery, is engraved in indelible char .. 
expenses. But the adventure in it acters -the history of. the plant that 
was worth more than the value of Is t be, its form and ·· . size and 
the products. It was the sor~ of ad- character of ' growth, the shape of 
ventu:re, I suppose, that attracts its leaves and the number and col .. 
the_ explorers and makes · him climb or of its . petals. Within that seed 
to Incalculable . heights · just to ·see there are record~d the experiences 
what ta on the other side of the of a thousand generations, and ·_ the 
mountain, or the .ltind of adventure record remains f 1 x e d througb 
that the astronomer finds in meae- transportation by land · and eea, 
uring. the vastness of the universe. th r ou g h all the haz~rds ot' 
* * * winter ' cold and summer heat. 
THERE IS A SENSE OF AD.. Within the shell of that f:iny b~t of r 
venture .ln w~tchln, an a.JJparagus matter ls w~itten the law _ th~t eac;b 
plant awake from 'Its winter sleep shall produce after lta kind. 
and · push its first tender shoots . * * * · . 
through the warming sot ln see- AND-SQ, WHILE I SHALL TRY 
lng ·an ear of corn exp d within to resist ..,the temptation to rent all 
its husk and hank. out its banner acre and ·stow a lot of vegetables 
ot green silk to c~ th~ pollen that I ca:nnot possibly use, I can 
that falls from above; in watching see great possibilities in the bit of 
!J. climbing beau wind itself araund ,reen 1ward that we call a lawn, 
its support and persls·t in following and in the brown ear.th that la just 
its . own pat}l after meddlesome approaching the texture tl)at calls 
fingers have . attempted to reverse for the use of the spading fork. Tu .. 
lta course; in obae th• mys- lips are in bloom. Delphinium is 
terious eoloring o. the tomato as making green leaves. :Phlox 1~ be-
it hangs in the and of the rad- ginning to assert itself. Peonies 
l1h, buried in the earth, . each re- which enjoy & favored lQCation are 
spondtng to some law of its own making ,roQd growth. The elms _are 
being. putting forth their russet blos-
* * * soma. Lllae buds are awelling.- And 
BUT THE SCOPE OF 4J)VEN- there are evidence• of life in :the 
ture must be curtailed. With the few rose bush~• with which I am . 
shrinking in .size ·ot tbe tam.Uy the experimenting. -,t+ garden, ·big or 
need .for fof>d diminishes, and in little, is an entrancing adventure 
my ease, little. by little grass and and an amazin(_ mtr~cte. · 
LIFE IS FULL OF THE UNEX-
pected, which is one of the things 
that m3:ke it attractive. Occasion-
ally someone picks a gold nugget 
out of a gravel 
b e d a n d dia- ! 
monds are found' 
where one would " 
be least likely to 
look for glitter-
ing gems. And 
philosophy, poetry I 
and erudition are 
sometimes found 




facts are two in• 
cidents in the ex-
perience of Dean 
W. P. Davies. Breitw i e s e r, of 
the U. N. D. School of Education. 
l * * * I TRAVELING BY TRAIN 
across country some years ago, the 
dean was one of a group of men in 
a Pullman smoking compartment. 
One of the company was an old 
chap who kept up a chatter of 
comment on whatever could be 
seen from the car window. His re-
marks were uninteresting, and be-
came tiresome. One by one tho~e 
near him edged a way so that his 
conversation might not be directed 
at them. The train crossed the 
Mississippi, which was then almost 
at flood stage, with the bottom 
lands submerged. 
* * * 
LOOKING OUT OVER THE 
swamp the old gentleman remark-
ed that it would be a good place to 
raise frogs. Nobody was particu-
larly interested in frogs, but some-
one suggested that presently the 
water would go down and leave the 
flat dry. "Oh ' certaintly," said the 
speaker the water would have ·to 
be held, back so as to maintain a 
constant level." That brought up 
the general subject of frogs, and 
someone wondered what was the 
limit of a frog's life. "Thirty years," 
promptly responded the old ~an, 
"and they will reproduce until 20 
years old." 
* * * 
OTHERS BEGAN TO TAKE 
notice, and more questions were 
asked, and the old man had all 
the answers. For many reasons, he 
' said, frogs are one of the most sat. 
· isfactory kinds of live stock. For 
one thing, they are immune to 
practically every form of disease 
except that fungus growths will 
start on abrasions· of the skin. For 
that reason it was pointed out, a 
frog farm must not be surrounded 
with wire netting. · In trying to 
jump through tHe wire the frogs 
will be scratched and cut, and fa-
tal fungus growths wm get start-
ed. A frog farm must be surround-
ed with solid fencing, preferably of 
sheet metal. · 
* * * 
BY · THAT TIME A GALLERY 
had begun to collect, and those 
who h~d avoided the old man 
crowded around him to ply him 
with more questions. He told ~bout 
how many thousand eggs might be 
expected from a female frog, and 
that about 80 . per cent of them 
would hatch. Unwanted spawn, he 
said, is fed to frogs, but small 
frogs must not be placed with large 
ones, for the brutes are cannibals 
and the big ones will devour the 
little ones. 
* * * FROGS WINTER, SAID THE 
man, who by this time was accept-
ed as an authority, about two ~eet 
under ground, and the soil of a 
i 
frog farm must be· loose and por- : 
ous, with no hard pan or gravel to 
interfere with burrowing. Water in 
the pond should not exceed 60 de- : 
grees in summer, and for this rea- , 
son frog-raising is seldom success- i 
ful in the extreme south, as there : 
the water becomes too warm. 1 
There are many varieties of the 
animals, he said, some of the larg-
est attaining a length, stretched 
out, of 18 inches or more. He 
thought it likely tha,t by a, process 
of selection extending over se,ler.e:l 
years much larger strains could be 
developed. 
* * * 
THE AUDIENCE HAD PACK- 1 
ed the · smoking room, with others j 
filling the doorwa~ to hear that 
quiet old fellow explain the details !· 
of frog raising. Asked about mar-
kets he ·mentioned several large I 
· cities, Boston among them, where 
there is a constant demand for 
frogs, which are used both fresh 
and canned. There is also a good 
market in the Orient for breeding 
stock, choice specimens bringing 
as high as $10 each in J~pan~ 
* * * ASKED ABOUT HIS OWN EX-
perience he said that he had in-
herited a small and apparently 
worthless farm in Pennsylvania, 
which, according to the terms of 
the will, was to be kept in the f am-
ily. Trying to find some use fo.r 
the land he thought first of chick-
ens but abandoned that idea after 
so~e study. On the farm was eight 
acres of swamp, and he thought of 
frogs. After reading up on the sub-
ject he started and had made a , 
success of it. Answering an inquiry 
as to financial returns he said that 
while the preceding year had not 
been as good as some others in 
that year · he had cleared $10,000 off 
his eight acres. He was then on his 
way to · the Pacific coast to arr~nge 
for shipments of frogs to the Or- l 
ient. 
Thus the man who had seemed 
to be merely a chatterbox had 
turned out to be a most interesting 
and entertaining traveling com-
panion. 
* * * THE OTHER INCIDENT RE· 
called by· Dean Breitwieser occur-
red while the dean was filling a 
speaking en·gagemen t in a remote 
rural district in Colorado. The 
company, collected hit or miss fr~m 
the countryside, had brought pic-
nic lunches, but the dean was told 
that he was to eat at the home of 
a settler a few miles away. Being 
taken to the place he found a 
small house, bare and unattractive, 
which on entering, seemed much 
smaller inside than outside. Along 
all the walls, from floor to ceil- ( 
ing, ran bookshelves, all filled with 
books. 
* * * 
ON HIS COMMENTING · ON 
finding such a library in such an 
out-of-the-way place his host in-
vited him to remove one of the 
books from its place. He did so, 
and found that the books were 
stacked in double rows, one row 
behind the other, which accoun!ed 
for the apparent shrinkage in the 
size of the rooms. 
* * * THE SETTLER WAS A HIGH-
ly cultured man, an engineer, who 
had gone to Colorado years before 
in ill health. He had recovered, ·and 
there he had remained, with his 
books. Asked· if he did not find the 
life lonesome, he replied, ''Not at 
all. Why should I? I ·have my 
books, and 20 miles due south of 
here a former president of Yale 
university is living just about as 
I I am doing." 
. :; 

THE MOTORIST WHOSE rangements can be made for the 
physical equipment for driving is general use. of such tests they may 
"perfect" is not necessarily the best be made to serve a useful purpose 
driver, in the opinion of experts in acquainting the driver himself 1 
who are conduct- with his qualifications, his defects , 
ing elaborate tests and the directions in which he may ! 
under the aus- improve himself or in which he 1 
pices of Harvard needs to exercise special care. 
University. Hun- * * * 
dreds of persons THE HIN: D E NB U R G, THE 
have volunteered latest of the big Zeppelins, earried 
~o serve. a.a sub- 50 passengers and a crew of 51 on 
jects in this, the her maiden voyage to New York. 
most intensiv~ She is about the size of one of the 
analysis of driv- big surface liners, which c·arry up 
ing qualifications to 2,000 passengers and untold tons 
ever conducted, of freight, with, of course, a much 
and careful tabu- larger operating personnel. Aside 
Iations of the re- from the obvious hazards which / 
sults of tests of can never be eliminated from di-
1 
s i .g ht, hearing, rigtble travel, the cost of operating 
nervous reactions, such a giant craft, with such a I 
etc., are made. The fact that the small passenger load, is likely al-
highest score in such tests does ways to restrict that form of tra v-
not necessarily imply the best per- el to the wealthy. 
formance in driving is illustrated * * * 
( by the case of the man who 'is un- THE PERSON WHO PASSES A 
I usually sensitive to the glare from phony check on a Chicago hotel, or 
headlights at nlght. That super- beats his borad bill there and gets 
sensitiveness is due to what may away with it, will be 'wise not to 
be considered a physical defect, but try the same thing on another Chi-
the subject, being aware of the de- cago hotel on the same day. Chi-
fect, makes allowance for it, and is cago's principal hotels are now 
an exceptionally careful and skill- connected by private telegraph 
ful driver. lines, and an attempted fraud de-
* * * tected in one is instantly dotted · 
THE TESTS ARE BEING CON- and dashed to all the 1others. 
· ducted at Rockefeller Center in Things are being made tougher 
New York City, with the co-opera- and tougher for some people. 
. tion ot insurance companies, auto- * * * 
mobile companies and traffic auth- A BRIDGE ESTABLISHMENT 
1 orities. Some of the high officials in New York was raided and 20 
were among the first to be tested. persons were dragged into court. 
Partial color blindness has been Now the authorities a.re trying to 
found in 5 to 7 per cent of the determine whether or not playing 
cases. No case of complete ins en- bridge is gambling. 
sitiveness to color has been report- * * * 
ed, in several of the cases there HALF-A-DOZEN BLIND CHIL-
has been perceptible difficulty in dren from a New York institute 
identifying red, yellow and green "saw'' the big circus at Madison 
lights. One test, from which wide- Square Garden the other day. They . 
Iy varying results were obtained, were taken to the show by two of 
showed the subject two cars mov- their blind instructors who had 
ing in the same direction at differ- ''seen'' it in like manner 20 years 
ent rates of speed, and required ago. The children ran sensitive I 
him to indicate the point at which fingers over the hides of elephants j 
one would overtake the other. Fail- and giraffes and formed their own ~ 
ure in this respect on the road has conclusions as to the character of 
been the cause of many accidents. the animals which they examined. l 
· * * * One of the instructors felt sure 
FOR THE TIME BEING THE that an elephant which he inspect-
only purpose of the tests is that ~d was the same animal over 
of fact-finding. It is not proposed which he had run his fingers 20 
i to use the results as the basis of years ago, and Dexter Fellowes, 
restrictions in issuance .of drivers' dean of press agents, offered noth-
licenses. It is suggested that if ar- ing to the contrary. 
. DR. DUANE SQUIRES, OF THE dren had an opportunity to see and 
faculty of Colby Junior college, J3hake hands with him. Those two 
New London, New Hampshire, is lives have spanned the nation's en-
always on the alert for bits of news tire history. 
which will inter- * * * 
est his old neigh- IN HIS CIVlL WAR SERVICE t 
bors in North Commander Robinson participated 
Dakota. Aecom- in the campaigns in the Shenan-
paning a brief doah valley and in the Wilderness. 
n o t e extending He was wounded once, but recov-
greetings to his ered completely. Like most Civil 
old friends here, war veterans he has only cordial 
and saying that feelings for the people of the south 
he and his family and the southern soldiers against 
expect to visit whom he once fought. 
Grand Forks dur- * * * 
ing the vacation, LAST SEPTEMBER COMMAN-
is a page from der Robinson attended the national 
t h e B o s t o n encampment at Grand Rapids, af-
Herald contain- ter which he came to North Da-
ing an interview kota and passed through Grand 
W. P. Davies. with Charles L. Forks to Walhalla to visit his t 
Robinson, recently elected G. A. R. daughter, whose name, by the way, i 
department commander of Mas- is not given. He had not notified i 
sachusetts and an account of his her of the visit, and when he t 
visit to the home of a daughter reached her home he went to the 
at Walhalla, North Dakota. back door. and posed as a shoe- t 
* * * string peddler, but the disguise l 
IN HIS HOME TOWN OF MEL- was too thin to wear. 
rose, Massachusetts, Commander · * * * 
Robinson is not only a member I HAVE JUST RECEIVED 
of U. S. Grant post of that city, copy of the first number of a 
but he is the post, as he is its little poetry publication entitled 
only surviving member. In start!- "Prairie Wings," published at New 
ing evidence of the rapid dwindling Rockford by Grace Brown Putnam 
in numbers of the membership of and Anna M. Ackerman. The little 
the organization is the fact that publication of four pages .is issued 
in the entire state of Massachu- at the modest ·price of 20 cents an 
setts there are only 236 G. A. R. issue, or three issues for 50 cents. 
members left, and that only 30 of It contains contributions by sev-
those were able to attend the 70th eral writers who are already fair-
. annual encampment . in Boston ly well known to North Dakota 
held last month. The largest post readers, and others by more recent 
in the state, that at Worcester, arrivals. It should be helpful in 
has only 10 members, and there bringing to the attention of the 
· are 31 state posts which have only public the work of North Dakota 
1 one member. each. The average I writers of verse and of develop-
age of members in the state is 91, ing talent in that field. 
which must be nearly the aver- * * * 
age for the country at large. M R S. M. M. T WE E T O F 
* * * Rugby wishes help in resurrecting 
COMMANDER ROBINSON, 91 a· jingle which was used in schools 
years of age last December, which she attended to facilitate 
• cherishes the recollection of hav- the memorizing of names of states 
ing shaken the hand of an Ameri- and their capitals. It began, as 
can soldier who fought at Bunker nearly as she can recollect; "State 
hill, an experience which has pro- of Maine, Augusta, it's on the Ken-
bably not been shared by any nebec river." It is evidently one 
other person now living. That in- of a number of versifications of 
cident occurred in 1860, when Ro- facts with which the student was 
binson, then a lad of 14, was at- expected to become acquainted. 
tending the Winthrop school. Ralph This particular one is new to me. 
Farnum, the only survivor of the .If anyone knows it I should be 
Bunker hill battle, who was then glad to receive a copy for the 
104 years old, was a guest at pa- column and for the use of Mrs. 
triotic exercises, .and school chil- Tweet. 
SENATOR BULKLEY OF OHIO 
though a Democrat, intends to see 
that his Republican friend, Sena-
tor Vandenberg, has , a good time 




land. The other 
day he promised 
that he would 
give Vandenberg 
a torchlight par-
ade if the con-
vention "wished" 
th e presidential 
nomination o n 
him. Vandenberg 
prudently sug-
gested that the 
parade be held 
before the con-
vention. Fort Y 
years ago the wisdom of that idea 1 
was demonstrated the night before 
a Republican state convention in 
Grand Forks. William Budge of 
Grand Forks was a candidate for 
the party nomination for gover-
nor, and his friends felt sure that 
he had it in the bag. Everybody 
liked Billy, and almost everybody 
would have been glad to vote for 
him for governor, but there were 
certain factional considerations in 
the way of unanimous agreement. 
* * * 
1 AMONG OTHER THINGS, ~ Senator Hansbrough, who was ap-
proaching the end of his first term, 
; was a candidate for re-election. 
1 Senators were then elected by the ! I e g is I at u re, and Hansbrough's 
; friends had been diligent in !elect-
j ing legislative candidates who , 
would favor their man. Hans-: 
1 brough supported the free silver 
movement and had declared him-
. self for public ownership of rail-
roads and had brought upon him-
self the opposition of the more con-
servative elements of the state. 
Budge had allied himself with the 
Hansbrough organization, and for 
that reason he was opposed by the 
1 
an~i-Hansbrough group. 
l * * * 
AS THE PRE-CONVENTION 
progressed, Budge seemed to be 
having things pretty much his own. 
way. While there was opposition 
to him his opponents were not unit-
ed in support of any particular 
candidate, and it was a case o 
Budge, supported by a militant an 
united group, against a scattere 
and unorganized field. The day be 
fore the convention it would ha v 
seemed saf.e to bet the Budg 
would be nominated on the first 
ballot. 
* * * IT WAS UNDER THESE CON- . 
ditions that th.e oelegates as-· 
sembled in Grana Forks for the 
forthcoming convention. Budge's 
friends were confident and jubilant 
and on the evening before the con-
vention they staged a mammoth 1 
torchlight parade in honor of their 1 
candidate. 
* * * 
THAT PARADE SET AN ALL-
time record for torcnlight parades 
in Grand Forks. Kerosene torches 
by the wagon load were distributed 
to the paraders. The streets were 
ablaze with light. All the bands in 
town were out. to provide music. 
All through the business sectio.n 
and out into the residence districts , 
the parade moved to the accom-
paniments of music, shouts, cheers 
, and slogans. Stops were made at 
the hotels, and there enthusiastic 
;speeches were made by volunteer l ' 
, ~ -~-·~-----------...--T, 
orators, and when the parade dig-. 
banded at a late hour the march- · 
ers were a tired, hoarse and happy 
lot. 
*4 * * THEN CAME THE SHOCK. 
While the parad·ers .were parading, 
plotters had. been p'Iotting. A few 
1 
men, assembled in a "smoke-filled 
room" in the old Hotel Dacotah 
had put up a job, effected a com-
bination and fixed up a slate. They 
had prepared plans for the com-
plete organization - of tomorrow's 
convention. Their ticket was head-
ed by Frank Briggs of Mandan as 
the candidate for governor, and 
every place on the ticket was fill-
ed. The convention chairmen had 
been selected, and all the impor-
tant committees, and a clear ma-
jority of the delegates had been 
signed up to support that combi-
nation. 
* * * WHEN THE DISBANDED 
paraders began to hear rumors .of 
this agreement they were incredul-
ous. Such a thing, . they felt sure, 
was impossible. But presently the 
fact was established beyond doubt, 
and Mussolini's couldn't have been 
more dismayed if he had learned, 
just on the eve of his triumph, that 
the Ethiopians had driven his 
armies into the Red sea. The 
Budge partisans spent the rest of 
the night trying to repair the 
wreck, but it was beyond their 
powers. There was nothing left 
but scattered fragments. The pro- I 
gram next day went exactly as 
outlined. But by having their par-
ade before the convention the fel-
lows had a grand evening, which 
they wouldn't have had if the 
they had postponed the parade. 
STRAYED FROM THE PREM-
lses, one house wren, usual size 
and color, very active, and appar-
ently in good health. When laet 
seen was enjoy-
ing a hearty 
meal. May be 
suffering f r o m 
indigestion. This 
bird made its ap-
pearance a week 
ago and prompt:-
ly took posses-
sion of a wren 
house which shel-
tered a wren 
family last sum-
mer. It was 
alone, but it be-
gan immediately 
w. P. Davies. to put the house 
in order and for 
two days it was busy setting things 
to rights. Then for two hours, off 
and on, I watched it as it made 
the round of the leafless shrub-
bery, hopping from twig to twig, 
t inspecting carefully as it went 
r along, and about once a second 
· picking off some microscopic bit of 
food which I suppose was a minute 
insect or egg. It must have swal-
lowed at least a million of those 
morsels, and I haven't seen it since. 
* * * . WHEN SOLOMON RECOM-
mended study of the ant as a 
means of gaining wisdom he failed 
to make clear whether he intended 
the exa)llple of the ant to be fol-
lowed or avoided. The ant is a tire-
less worker, and it has succeeded 
admirably in applying effectively 
the principles of co-operative ef-
fort. And an individual ant can do 
a job of boondoggling which for 
utter futility is not exceeded .by 
anything that even the govern-
ment has undertaken. 
* * * 
, SUNDAY BEING A PEACEFUL, 
contemplative day, I watched one 
of my ants lugging the body of a 
fly several times its own size. A 
parallel case would be that of a 
man carrying a load of hay. The 
strength of the little insect, its 
persistence and its resourcefulness 
in surmounting obstacles were 
. marvelous. It · pushed and pulled 
its load over the rlgh t ground, 
climbed over mountainous clods 
and plunged over great precipice~, 
all the while hanging onto its 
prize. 
BUT ALJ.. "'TH~s iFFQRT Ac~! Give us some socks and some 
complished nothing. The ant trav- shirts we can wear 
eled a dozen feet, practically in a Made .from the cotton plowed un-
straight line, then, for no percept- der somewhere, 
' ible reason, it started back at an Cover some sausage with green 
angle, and after zig-zagging five or parsley sprigs, 
six times, it was just about where Sausages made from those never-
it started. And so, until I became raised pigs, 
tired of watching it, that ant trav- Plump little porkers tnat never 
eled back and forth, carrying its were born, 
enormous load, and getfing just Ribs thick with fat from the un-
nowhere. That is a common prac- planted corn. 
tice among ants. Think how much Let the rich gravy be· luscious and 
more leisure they , could enjoy if hot, 
they didn't fool around so. Poured on the bread from the 
~--..;;;;...-~--=-----------· I wheat that w~s not. 
ABOUT A YEA}:?. AGO I PUB-
lished in this column one of J. w. Give us a platter piled high with 
some food 
Foley's poems-without asking his 
permission. Recently I have had 
an inquiry for it. Extra papers of 
that issue are all gone, and, as the 
subject is still a live one, I am re-
publishing the verses, thinking 
that ome who overlooked it the 
first time will wish to preserve it 
now. Here it is: I 
* * * LAMENT. 
BY JAMES W. FOLEY. 
Backward, turn backward, Oh 
Time, in your flight, 
Some of our best plans are not go-
ing right, 
Lead us back there to the bounti-
ful days, 
Give us the pigs we were paid not 
to raise. 
When we arise · to our breakfast at 11 
morn, 
Oh, for the bacon that never was 
born, 
Or on a platter and served piping I 
hot, 
Give us a slice of the ham tha! was 1 
not . . 
Now with our dusty throats let us 
recant, 
Give us the wheat we were paid I 
not to plant, I 
Let us have flour, a sackful or so, I 
Made from the grain we were : 
taught not to grow. 
Let us go back, like the husband-
man proud, 
Follow the furrow that never was 
plowed, 
Make us a loaf from the wheat ,· 
never grown 
On the broad acres that never 
were sown. 
That was not raised while the 
raising was good, 
Cook us a leg or a chop or a roast \ 
From some unraised pig that gave 
up the ghost 
E!'e there was aught of his car-
cass to eat, 
Make us some loaves from the un-
planted wheat. 
Let us go back with the wisdom of 
now, 
And follow the furrow we learned 
not to plow. 


IT SEEMS THAT IN NEW 
York, in addition to other auto-
mobile hazards, it is dangerous to 
own an old car. Having before him 
a man convicted 
of having parked 
his car all night 
on the street a 
New York justice 
was about to im-
pose a fine of $2. 
But when he 
learned that the 
car was 10 years 
old, and that the 
owner had just 
bought it for $151 
and had not ta- . 
ken it to a ga-
rage because it 
was not worth 
while to pay sto 
age on such an old crate, his honor 
made the tine $5, with the alterna-
tive of five days in jail. The use 
on the streets ot such old wrecks, 
s d the justice, is a public men-
a _e, and he intended to do all in 
his power to stop it. 
* * * 
"CYRUS HALL M'CORMIOK, 
Harvest, 1856-1884,'' just issued in 
de luxe form by the Appleton-Cen-
tury company, is the second of two 
works by William T. Hutchinson 
dealina- with the life and achieve-
ments of the famous harvester 
king. The earlier work, with the 
sub-title "Seed-time," told of the 
struggles of the young inventor to 
perfect his harvesting machine and · 
to establish a profitable business. 
In the present volume McCormick 
is shown in his prime, a captain of 
industry, intent not only on de-
veloping his business, but on play-
ing an important part in the af-
fairs of church, state and society. 
* * * MR. HUTCHINSON TAKES UP 
the story where the former work I 
left off, in the year 1855, when the 
problems which confronted the na-
tion were approaching their acute 
stage, when opposing theories with 
reference to slavery and state 
rights bewildered statesmen and 
churchmen, north and south, when 
Lincoln and Douglas were conduct-
ing their historic debates and the 
stage was being set for the Civil 
war. 
~ ~ ~ 
CYRUS M'CORMICK WAS A 
Virginian, a Democrat and a 
Presbyterian. He was honest, ag-
gressive and inflexible, and he was 
intensely in earnest in supporting 
whatever he believed to be right. 
I He hoped for the gradual and or-derly abolition of slavery as a 
I 
means for social and economic 
well-being, but lie opposed bitter-
ly those of his church who attack-
ed as sinful an institution which he 
believed had behind it the full au-
thority of holy writ. 
* * " * ENTERTAINING THESE SEN-
timents he undertook to check the 
growth of abolition sentiment in 
his new home, Chicago, by. financ-
ing a Presbyterian church and en-
gaging a pastor who would preach 
the "old-time religion" and combat 
what McCormick considerecl the 
heresies which were invading the 
church. As a further means of pub-
lic enlig~tenment he entered the 
newspaper business, first with a 
denominational paper and later 
with a paper of general circulation, 
in both of which his views were set 
1 
forth vigorously and uncompromis- · I 
ingly. 
* * * . 
' DURIN THE WAR M'COR-1 
mick was often called a copper- ! 
head. He d plored the war, and 
urged compromise. At one time he 
wrote to President Lincoln asking 
permission to visit Richmond to 
see if a basis of agreement could 
not be reached. He was opposed to 
sece~sion, and believed that the 
task of first and greatest import-
ance was that of preserving the 
union. In comparison with that he 
regarded the issue of slavery as 
unimportant. 
* .. c * 
THE WAR CREATED THE DE-
mand for wheat, and men who 
were fighting could not till the 
fields and · harvest the crops. The , 
conditions stimulated the demand\: 
for labor-saving machinery, and 
the harvester business boomed. 
Competition arose in many quar-. 
ters. Litigation over patents was I 
almost uninterrupted. In prosecu t-
ing the interests of his business l 
McCormick was as forceful and I 
uncompromising as in his support j 
of religious dogma, and in the field I 
of business he achieved remarkable 
success. · 
* * * I AS EVIDENCE OF THE KEEN- I 
ness and character of the compe-1 
ti tion in the harvester field there I 
is quoted this extract from the re-
port of one traveling representa-
1 tive on the failure of a Minnesota 
1 
agent, suggesting the best qualifi-
cations for success: 
* * * 
"Edgar appears to have trouble 
all over his Dist. and I can't un-
derstand it as the agts. elsewhere 
are getting along. The only reason 
I can assign is that he has too 
many church men as agts. I be-
lieve in religion and temperance, 
but it ain't worth a •cuss' to run 
the reaper business in Minnesota. 
It required cheek and muscle and 
I am sorry to say some 'evasions• 
from the truth to successfully sell 
McCormick harvesters with the 
opposition we have up here. You 
have got to fight the Devil with 
fire and it is no use trying to fool 
him on sweetened water. The 
whole Harvester fraternity are 
busking against our machine." 
* * * THAT WAS IN 1874. THE 
struggle continued for years, but 
one by one most of the opponents 
dropped out, and with the merger 
of the McCormick and Deering in-
terests the International Harvest-
er was formed. That, however, was 
for the future. Mr. McCormick did 
not live to see the organization of 
the great corporation whose real 
foundation he had helped to lay 
during a lifetime of earnest, unre-
mitting and conscientious labor. In 
its outline of his later life, this 
book, thoroughly doc!mented as it 
is, gives us a portrait of a strong 
man, and in very truth, a nation-
. builder. 
' I' SOMETHING, -· PRESUMABLY lower part of the shrub had as-
the weather, has left its mark on sumed its summer dress. More i 
trees and shrubbery all over the pruning than usual will be neces-
city. Box elders and cottonwoods sary this year, but where severe 
show no signs of pruning will impair the appear-
having suffered ance of the shrub materially it is 
from the extreme well enough to wait and see what 
cold of the past nature intends to do about those 
winter · The chil- apparently dead twigs. Of course 
Iy spring weath- when a twig snaps off short when 
· er has held back bent, it is ready, at least that far 
their . foliage far down, for the shears. 
past the usual * . * * 
time, but except1 . I_ SUPPOSE THAT EVERYONE for t h i s they who has taken care of a lawn has j 
seem as thrifty found one of the difficult tasks to 
as ever. This is be that of keeping the edges neat ; i 
not true of the and trim. Left to itself grass will 1 
elms, which, na- spread out onto the walk, where 
tive to the local- the mower cannot reach it. Trench-
i ty, are usually ing along the walk prevents this, 
W. P. Davies. con s id e red. as but · I have _never run across . a 
hardy as any of our trees. Some trenching tool that does not call 
of. them are now in full . leaf, but for an exceeding.ly uncomfortable 
others are as bare as in winter. In- application of .man-power. Then, r 
· spection of some of these laggards when the trenching is done, there 
shows that they are living, and is still the task o( trimming the 
their bud~ are preparing to open, edge to prevent that ragged ap-
but there is a difference of at least pearance which is so common. I 
two weeks between some elms and * * * 
others of the family. THERE ARE MECHANICAL, , 
* * * hedge-trimmers, and other trim- · 
ONE PECULIARITY SHOWN mers of various kinds, but I want 
by many of our trees this spring, somebody to produce a lawn-edge 
-elms included, is the -slowness with trimmer, built like a barber's clip-
which life creeps upward and· ·out- ping machine,· only much larger 
· ward along }he branchEfs. The· low- and stronger, mounted on one or 
er branches of many trees are in two low· wheels, electrically oper-
; full foliage While the tops Seem to ated, With'· a ;-long handle, SO the I 
be dead. This feature in a young operator will not have· to · stoop, I 
cut-leaf birch gave me some con- that will sell at .two dollars. At a 
cern. These birches, beautiful as pinch, I'd raise that a dollar. With 
they are, often die at the top, but such an implement the edges of a 
this usually occurs when the tree lawn could be kept in presental;)le 
has become fairly mature. Fearing shape without a lot of baclt~break-
that my. tree was growing old too ing la:bor. · 
soon I inspected it rather carefully, * * * . 
and found, apparently, that. the top . THE MISSING WREN, HAS RE-
. was merely suffering from a case turned, eith~r that or another just 
of arrested development. All the like it. The bird has not yet · taken 
: branches, clear to the top, have the possession .of any of the houses in 
appearance of good health, but the neighborhood'. prepared for 
1 while the · lower branches · are now wreii occupancy, but it has been 
well leaved, the uppei" ones are just exploring the vicinity, seemingly to 
· showing signs of activity. ascertain the coriditfon of the food 
l * * * ·supply. Some of my friends say 
SPIREA HAS WINTER KILLED that birds are unusually scarce this 
badly, which, of course·, is nothing year. Around our corner we seem 
1 
new for spirea, but the damage this to have about the usual number of 
year is greater than usual. It is ·n·ot robins and sparrows, and that is 
at all unusual for spirea to end nearly all, so far. A pair of birds 
the winter with all of the upper that might have been either black-
half of its growth dead. This is not birds or cowbirds stopped for a 
at all serious. It enforces . pruning bath the other day. They were too 
·.which might otherwise be neglect- far away for me to identify. If 
ed. This year many of the shrubs they are cowbirds I have no use, 
appe~r to · be dead right down · to for · them. The female cowbird · 
t~ ground. - makes no nest of her own, ,but de-
* * * · posits her ~ggs in the nest of some 
IN MANY CASES THE DAM- more industrious bird. That alone. 
age is really not as great as it ap-, might be pardonable. Living off I 
pears to be, for spire~ is addicted other people has become quite pop-
to the habit of filling ut from the ular. But when that miserable: 
base and late in the season dress- wretch deliberately destroys the 
ing with foliage branches that -ap- eggs of the owner of the nest, I am 
peared to be ad long aft the through with her. 
I CAME MIGHTY NEAR MISS- For an instant one body would be 
ing one of the best scraps I have in the air, then would come down 
seen in a long time. Two of my with a crash. 
ants had a fight, and it was a good * * * 
one. When I saw AS THE FIQHT PROGRESSED 
them first I mis-· it became evident that Gray was 
took the m for getting winded. He fought, not to 
one ant, which overcome his adversary, but to get 
seemed to be all away. Sometimes he almost sue-
bunched up and ceeded, but Black was upon him 
going through all again, ~ith seven kinds of fury,, 
sorts of contor- and agam Gray would resume his 
tions. Legs and defense. At length Gray gave up 
fee 1 er s waved the fight ana interested himself 
w i 1 d 1 y, and .I only in escaping, but Black, I dis-
thought I was covered, had other ideas. He also 
looking at one quit fighting, but seizing Gray by 
ant having some a flipper, began to drag him to-
sort of convul- ward the nest. The struggle now 
sion, p O s s i b 1 y became a tug-of-war, the two. ·ants 
from something facing each other, and ope of 
W. P. Davies. it had eaten. Gray's feelers representing the 
Then· I discovered that I was look- rope. Little · by little Bl_ack moved 
ing at two ants instead of one, and b~ckward,. dragging Gray with 
that the contortions which had at- him, and m that order then went, 
tracted attention were their move- · over a rough terrain, Gray bracing 
ments in a desperate fight. all his feet, but being forced inex-
* * * orably onward. 
* * * IN ORDER TO MISS NOTH- THE STRUGGLE REACHEJ? 
; ing of such a combat I assumed a 
recumbent position, . fa~e down-
ward, with spectacles focused on 
the struggle at a distance of about 
a foot. My position was much bet-
ter than that of the fellows who 
had paid a lot of money for "ring-
side" seats and found themselves 
several hundred feet from the ring 
in which Joe Louis knocked out 
what'EJ-his-name. I had an unob-
structed view of everything that 
went on. 
* * * 
the upper edge of a clod of earth, 
with Gray putting forth every 
ounce of resistance that was in 
him. For a moment it looked like 
a tie, but just then tiny bits of 
earth against which the enemies 
had braced their fe·et gave way 
and the two fighters plunged over 
a precipice all of two . inches high. 
In the fall Black's hold was brok-
en, and Gray, dodging round the 
point of a projecting cliff, scurried 
up a canyon, while Black, in a tow-
ering rage, hunted for him up the 
ONE OF MY FIGHTING ANTS I wrong defile. 
was a black fellow, not very big- * * * 
I should call him a middle-wefght, I DON'T KNOW WHAT THE 
and the other, . a sort of dark gray, fight was about. At first it looked 
was about a quarter of a size just like a plain fight, such as 
smaller. The black was an ugly those in · which civilized human be-
looking brute, thick-set, well de- ·ngs engage. But the latter part of 
veloped, and with an exceedingly 1t looked as if Black had been try-
pugnacious expression. The gray ing to take Gray into court for 
was lighter by about the weight of some delinquency. But it was a 
a pinch of smoke, and if I had met thriiler while it lasted. One thing 
him alone I shouldn't have picked that struck me as peculiar was 
him for a fighter, but he was cer- that while in the course of the 
tainly fighting this tim e. fight dozens of ants passed within 
* * * an inch or two of where the bat-
ALL THROUGH THE FIGHT tie was being waged, not .one-, of 
Black was the aggressor, but Gray them gave it the slightest a~ten-
put up a spirit .. d defense. Standing tion. Several of them crawled over 
on their hind legs the two grappl- me and investigated, but not one 
ed, swayed, fell, and rolled on the displayed the slightest interest in 
rough earth, tangled together like the fight. This is another marked 
two modern wrestlers, reaching for difference between ants and bu-
vital spots, with no holds barred. man b~ings. 
JUST ACROSS TEN~H _AVE- of the buds have been winter kill- ; 
nue from me my neighbor, Fred ed. No other of our flowering '. 
shrubs gives such complete satis- 1 Payne, has a row of ash trees, five fitction in a good year. 
of them, planted along the berm. * .. ~ * 
Planted s e Ve ral THERE WERE VERY OBVI-
years ago they ous reasons for the bicycle craze of 
were at that time half a century ago. The bicycle was 
all of the same a new thing, a vehicle which lent 
size and shape, itself to work or sport, and it had 
a n d apparently been preceded by nothing even re- 1 
all in good health. motely like it in the field of loco-
All of them grew, motion. Moreover it was within 
b u t i n .t h e i r reach of persons ~f modest means. 
growth there has· The public was ready for the bike, 
b~en a marked and seized upon it with avidity. 
difference. T h e Adults and children bought and 
corner tree is by rode bicycles. Bicycle clubs were 1 
far the largest of formed everywhere, and bicycle 
the lot, the next races were features of every fair 
a little smaller, and similar gathering. That was all 
w. P. Davies. and so on until natural and regular. 
the one nearest * * * · · 
t~e alley is not more than half the BUT HOW IS ONE . 'fO AC- I 
size of the largest. They have the count for the present bicycle reviv- , 
appearance of having been exactly al? The automobile seemed to have I 
gra~ua~ed in size I according to almost put the bicycle out of busi-
their distance from Walnut street. ness. The ordinary "safety" bike 
* * * seemed likely to become as great a 
FRED AND I HAVE COM- rarity as its predecessor, the ma-
mented on .... this curious gradation chine with the high front wheel 
for several seasons. There is no ba- and the little rear wheel. And all 
sis on which we can account for at once a new craze has taken pos-
it. The soil in which the trees are session of us. The whole country is 
planted is all alike, so far as any- a-glitter with glistening new bi-
one knows, and all have had exact- cycles. Children in platoons and 
ly the same care. This spring an- squadrons are riding them. Grown : 
other curio ity presents itself. 'rhe })eople "Who rode years ago and 
trees are putting forth their foli- have wondered if they still retain-
age in inverse order of their size. ed the knack are riding again and 
The smallest tree is well leaved have learned that ability to balance 
out, the next in size a little less so, a wheel, once acquired, becomes a 
and the largest has the least foli- sort of instinct, never to be lost. 
age of the lot. And other adults who never · eve'n 
* * * learned to ride are· finding that the 
I AM BEGINNING TO QUES- mystery of balancing is not as 
tion the desirability of the Chinese mysterious as they thought it was. 
elm for this climate. It is a beau- * * * 
tiful tree, with graceful form and WE MAY BE APPROACHING 
lacy foliage, and a wonderful a revival of bicycle clubs and cen-
grower. But its rapid growth tury and cross-country runs. Who 
makes . it subject to winter killing knows that the t~ndem and ,the 
if the . fall is wet, and my single sextuplet may not be on their w~y 
specimen has suffered severely back? Special bicycle . trains are 
from borers. After last winter's se- being run out of New York to take 
vere weather the tips of almost all week-enders 200 or 300 miles to 
·I the branches are dead, although I where riders can spin over unob-
have been careful to avoid late fall stvucted country roads, or where 
watering in order that late growth specially· constructed· bicycle paths 
might not be unduly stimulated~ have been built for their accommo- ~ · 
* * * dation. In many places suggestiqns , 
LAST YEAR WAS THE BEST are made for the building of, bi-
uiac year that I have known in the cycle paths along public highways ~ 
n6rthwest. Apparently every shrub, so that cyclists and automobilists 
1 of every variety, was a mass of may not endanger each other. The 1 bloom. While there is . some ques- bicycle has come back with a bang. l 
tion as to what governs their be- It is one of the cheapest and most ~ 
havior, there seems to be a sort of convenient means of locomotion 
rhythm in the blooming o! lilacs and of wholesome exercise And 1 
which induces partial rest every the rider · has a .· sense of independ- ~ 
other season. Whether it is because ence in · not having- to rely on gaso-
I 
of this or because of continued and line or other externals. He has the 
extreme cold during the winter, the joy of achievement proportion to · 
lilac crop this spring seems likely his own effort, which he can con- .. I 
to be poor. Without question many trol at will. 
· IN THE NATURE OF THINGS, se~ved by the recipient. But I have 
·a1 di ner celebrating never before realized what such a 
the testlmom n · gift could. mean to him who receiv-
many years of activity in a par- ed it. The preservation in this form 
.icular line must come late in life. of the names alone . of those who 
It is well that have participated is something to I 
this is so, for had be treasured, for each name repre-
such an ev~~t as sents some contact with a friend. 
that at which But 'when the names are accom-
Mrs. Davies and panied by words of esteem, some-
I . were honored times by references to past exper-
guests on Tues- iences, the volume becomes a pre-
day night come cioua possession, to be read and 
in the. hey-day of re-read, and to bring up with each 
youth, or · even in reading fresh recollections. My sin-
middle life, the cere thanks to all of those, both 
prospect of hav- far and near, who have participat-
ing to spend half ed ln making this delightful gift. 
a · lifetime trying * * * 
to live up to _the NOTHING WAS OMITTED 
kind expressions which could make the occasion a 
. which were ut- happy and memorable one to my 
w. _vP· Dades. tered on that oc- wife, myself and the members of 
cas1on would have been an a~p?-11- our family. The personal presence 
ing one. As it is, the remammg of many who have been the friends 
years a~e not likely to _be many, of nearly half a century, the mess-
and they ~ill of necessity be so agea from distant friends, the 
crowded wit? a number of things presence of others with whom ac-
that have hitherto es~aped atten- quaintance has been more recent, 
tion ~hat failure to Justify com- the friendly greetings of those 
pletely . in action all the kind things with whom I have been associated 
said may be charitably ascribed to in Herald work and of others of 
lack of time and generously par- the newspaper fraternity at large, 
doned on that account. the participation of youth In the 
• * * event through the beautiful gift of 
SUCH AN EXPERIENCE AS flowers by the University School of 
that of Monday night la an over- Journalism, the greetings of civic 
whelming one, and only one devoid and other groups in the city-all 
of human sentiment could fail to these were unforgettable features 
be deeply and profoundly moved which have made a ·lasting impre~ 
by it, and the emotion which al- sion. · 
·most rendered me speechless at * * * 
the· dinner table still robs me of THIS COLUMN TODAY IS A 
words with which to express my very personal one. The event which 
gratitude to thos~ who, by person- prompted what I am writing is 
al presence or wr.ltten word, gave unique in the experience of a quiet 
evidence of ·their regard and good- llfe. Grand Forks has been my 
will. home for 44: years, and most of 
· * * * that time has been spent in work 
TWO OR THREE WEEKS on one newspaper. In that ·tong 
earlier I had beep. notified that I service in one city and on one pa-
was to be the guest of honor at a per I have missed many of the 
1 
dinner sponsored by the Kiwanis valuable expel!iencea that come to 
club, but I was kept in profound others who range over a wider 
ignorance of its precise character field. I have mil!ISed many con~cts 
'. and of the arrangements being with important people and ghat 
made for it. The ev.ent, therefore, events. The grand adventure, with 
in its size and scope, was as great all its thrllls, has not been for me. 
a surprise as if, I had not been ·no- Yet I have no regrets. The quiet 
tified at all. The number of local life has been full of ·compensation.a. 
friends who were present was a There have grown Into my life 
surprise,. and the pi:esence of news- friendships which the bird of P&a•· 
paper friends from other cities age cannot know, and there Is a 
was an unexpected and most grati- real joy ~n personal and business 
fying honor. associations such as mine have 
'* * * been. And now, as time is available, 
:FROM TIME TO TIME I HA VE and the mood comes on, I can take 
participated in the preparation of my "book' of remembrance19 and 
''albums of remembrance" for ofh- con its pages and find real adven-
ers, and have welcomed the oppor- ture in reviving the scenes which 
tunity to have some expression of its letters recall. It has been a . 
mine included with others, to · be grand life, and this has .been a 
bound in proper form to be pre- grand experience. 
A LETTER OF GREETING 
from Justi~e Burke, of the state 
supreme court~ for inclusion in my 
"book of remembrance.'' recalls to 
me an incident 
which grew out 
of the judge's po-
litical career, of 
which I think I 
have never writ-
ten, and of which 
I am sure that the 
judge never 
heard. The inci-
dent o c cur r e d 
early in the state 
campaign of 1908. 
In 1906 factional 
differences h a . d 
split the Repub-
W. P. Davies. lican party in 
North Dakota. The faction which 
controlled the state convention re-
nominated Governor Sarles. George 
B. Wins'bip then owner of the 
Grand Forks Hera\d, was a mem-
ber of the other group. John Burke, 
then living, I think, in Devils 
. JJ,ake, was nominated for governor 
by ·the Democrats, who cast, nor-1 
mally, about one-third, of the votes 
of the state. But on this occasion! 
there was a decided swing of Re-
·,publicans to Burke. 
* * * 
.THE HERALD WAS A RE-
publican paper, and party lines 
were . much more closely drawn 
then than has since been the 
case. :For a newspaper, 'or a promi-
nent individual, to give public sup-
port to a candidate of the opposite 
party was a rather serious matter. 
Bence, while Winship's sympa-
thies were with Burke, the paper 
gave him no active support. The 
race for governor was practically 
ignored so far as ·editorial com-
ment was concerned. 
* * * 
IN 1908 BURKE WAS RE-
nominated. We thought he had 
made a good record and was en-
titled to ce-election. ·But the cam-
paign opened without any expres-
sion having been made by th~ pa-
per. I didn,t like the idea of having 
1
. the .paper go through that cam-
paign in silence, and determined to 
propose to Mr. Winship that we i 
support Burke. I felt sure that the 
suggestion would give him a shock, 
because he thought a great deal of 
·the - Republican party. However, I 
felt that the effort must be made, 
and for days I labored to develop 
a line of argument with which to 
meet the objections which. I felt 
sure I should encounter. 
* SUPPOSE * * ;N"O DEBATER 
ever addressed himself more · earn-
estly to th e task ·of preparing for 
debate than ~ did on that occasion. 
I studied ·every objection to my 
proposal which I thought it poss-
ible to _ be made and sought for ar-
gument which to 'overcome .each 
objection. I had a constructive ar-
gument ·which was a pumdinger, if 
I do say .so, and I had .a line of re-
' buttal which I thought would meet 
every possible ·contingency. 
* * * THUS EQUIPPED, BUT FEELJ. 
ing in no way certain . of the . r 
suit, I entered Mr. Winship's pri 
vate office one morning, closed th 
door carefully, and said that I ''.ha 
something which I consi.dered o 
·great ·importance to discuss. 
"Sit ·down," he said. "What's on 
your mind?" 
* * * I STATED THE CASE BRIEF-
iy, and as clearly as I could. I said 
something like thi,s: 
"I've been thinking over this 
state campaign, and it seems to me 
that we ought to take a positive 
stand on the contest for governor. 
Governor Burke has been renom-
inated, and privately we are in fa-
vor of his re-election. I think we 
owe it to tbe readers of the paper 
to state our position clearly, and 
that the Grand. Forks Herald 
should give its support unreserved-, 
ly to John Burke for governor.'' 
* * * I THERE IT WAS! I HAD ' 
lighted the fuse; now for the ex.:. j 
plosion ! In trepidation I a waited 
the reaction, . hurriedly checking up 
on my argument, anxious to learn 
from the first expression of oppo-
sition what line of approach seem-
ed most likely to be effective. Dur-
ing my statement of the c~~e - M~. I 
Winship smoked quietly and list-
ened. He took another puff or two, 
removed his cigar and contemplat-
ed its glowing end for a moment or 
two, while I sweat in agony. Then, 
waving his hand nonchalantly, he 
said: 
"All right. Go to it." 
* * * 
.JUST LIKE THAT! THERE I 
1 
sat, plumb full of -argument, with-
out a chance to use it! All my fears · 
and tremblings had been needless. 
All my intensive labor had been 
wasted. I never did have a chance 
to get that argument off my chest. 
As we talked the thing over later 
I learned that Mr. Winship had 
been doing some thinking on his 
own account _and had reached the 
same conclusion that I had reach-
ed. I was merely one jump ahead of 
him in announcing it. 
.. * * * 
I RECALL AN INCIDENT IN 
the career of General Grant, as 
told in his autobiography, which 
presents a ,eertain sort .of parallel . 
As a lieutenant in the Mexican 
war young Grant was ordered to 
take a small outfit up a hill and 
drive off a body of Mexicans who 
were in possession of the · other side 
of the hill. It was Grant"s - first 
time in action, and ·the weight of 
responsibility scared him stiff. As 
he to·ok his little . command up the 
hill he ·had visions of the whole 
outfit being annihilated by the ' 
by the withering fire which was to 
come from the enemy as soon as 
his men became visible. The hill ! 
was climbed. The .crest was reach-
ed. Cautiously Grant and · his men 
peered over the edge and ·down ·the 
slope. Not a man ,vas visible. h e 
enemy had vanished! Grant writes 
that the experience was useful for 
him through_ his entire military 
career. When he was inclined to 
be afraid of the enemy; which he 
confesses he waa, quite often, his 
~xperience on that Mexican hill 
reminded him. that the ·enemy was 
probably just as much afraid of 
him. 
JUST WHEN I'VE BEE~ HOP-
ing that I might be enabled to re-
sist the temptation to rent a lot of 
land on w)lich to do a lot of gar-
called me up to read to ;me a tele-
gPam which he had ~ritten on 
some matter of public interest, 
and which he was ready to send 
to whoever it was that he hoped to 
influence. I listened- attentively 
while he read. The message was 
dening, my wife 
comes along, all 
agitated aft e r 
reading a garden 
magazine, a n d 
says how nice it clear, concise, forceful, and in the 
would be to have policy which it advocated it struck 
an acre or so of me as being perfectly sound. "What 
land on which to do you think of it?" asked Jerry, 
grow flowers. As after reading it. "I think you've 
if I didn't know done a mighty good job," I said. 
it. It's like talk- "It's fine." "Oh," came over the 
ing about the de- wire, with what seemed to be a lit-
lightful f I av or tle touch of hesitation. "You think 
and aroma of it's all right, do you?" "I certainly 
s om e s p e c i a 1 do. I don't see how it could be im-
brand of Scotch proved." "I called you up thinking 
W. P. Davies. to an old toper you'd tell me what was the matter 
who is trying to let it alone. Still, with it," said he. My unqualified 
one expe.cts a little co-operation approval gave him a shock from 
from his own family. which it must have taken days to 
* * * recover. However, the telegram 
REVIEWING BITS OF NEWS- was sent as written. 
paper experience within the past * * * 
few days, I have thought often of JERRY BACON WAS AN EN-
J. D. Bacon. Jerry was farmer, ho- thusiast in whatever he undertook. 
tel man, horseman and business He took special pride in his farm 
man generally, but he knew very and his garden. Often, at home, 
little about newspapers. When he having seen a shadow pass by the 
became financially interested in a window, I have gone out to see 
newspaper, he had the wisdom to who was prowling around in my 
entrust its m'anagement to others. garden. There would be Jerry, in-
But he was an enthusiast, and specting my tomatoes or other 
chuck full of ideas. Some of those garden products and estimating 
ideas he thought it would be well whether mine were as good as his, 
to give expression through the or better. Whichev~r way it turned 
newspaper, and there is where I out he enjoyed it. His program for 
came in. later years ran something like 
* * * this: "When you and I become so 
TIME AFTER TIME JERRY old that nobody will have any fur-
called on me or sent for me to ther use for us, we'll ·an move out 
communicate to me some bright to Lilac Hedge farm. I'll look after 
idea which he thought would be a the cattle and you can look after 
fine thing for the Herald, and often the garden, and I'll bet we'll show 
it became my painful duty to ex- these people something that they 
plain to him that it wotJ.ldn't do. never thought of." What a lot of 
Anyone who ever undertook that living he packed into his years! 
knows what a task it was. We had * * * 
some lively sessions, which ended THE GLASGOW, MONTANA, 
sometimes in compromise, some- Chamber of Commerce is planning 
times in my acceptance of his proj- a special day for newspaper men 
ect, with suitable modifications, on June 20 f'or inspection of the 
and sometimes in flat disagree- Fort Peck dam. Army engineers 
men t. At the close of a session in will be on the ground to explain all 
which he had been unable to break the details of the work while it is 
down my resistance he was quite under way, and the Glasgow H~r-
apt to say "All right! All right! ald will also share in the respon-
Have it your own way. But I think sibility of entertaining the guests. 
you're wrong, just the same.'' The building of that dam is one of 
* * * the great engineering works of the 
ONCE I SURPRISED AND present time, and a visit to it will 
shocked him. Late one night he be full of interest. 

nclude the harsh cat-call and a one, the idea was to get busy and 
FIVE O'CLOCK IN THE MORN- beautiful liquid melody, the cat- do It. The typical early-ttiorning 
ing. The clock on the dresser says bird has a. whole repertoire of imi- job for the small boy In the sum-
so and from a distant part of the tations which must be surprising mer time was to go down to the 
h~se .comes the faint sound of an- and annoying to the other birds pasture and bring up the cow!. 
-other clock strik- whose notes he appropriates for Undreseing and dressing required 
ing five times. So the moment. How he must enjoy little time. The standard attire was , 
it must be about himself if he has a sense of hu- a cotton shirt and cotton trousers 
right. Moreover, mor, and it he hun't what a waste 1 -colloquially britches. At bed-
it is broad day- · of opportunity. time one stepped out of his britches 
light, and I sup- * * * and was ready to tumble in. In 
pose if I should· OFF IN THE RAILROAD the morning he stepped into t~em, 
make the effort yards a switch engine is banging pulled them up, and was dtessed 
I should be able; cars around, and the rattle of con~ for the day. Nothing could have 
to see the sun ris- , tact enables one to estimate the been sJmpler or more efficient. 
ing. But when ' size of trains handled. But off in * * * 
o n e h as seen the distance a real train whistle! DOWN IN THE PASTURE THE 
many sunrises for a station. East Grand Forks· grass was wet after a clear, cool 
the desire to see It'a too far away for _that. Mallory, night. The air itself was chill, and 
another is scarce- perhaps, or Merrifield, or even a. fellow's clothes felt clammy. 
ly strong . enough! Manvel, for the clear, dense ~tr One hesitated a little on starting 
W, p, Davilla. to tempt one ' brings souhds :trom astonishing dis- out, as one shrinks 4'9111 the fll' t 
from a comfor- t~nces. Beyond question it is a plunge into a cool la.lte •. But aft r 
table bed at 5 A. M. As Ha:ry moving train, for the rythmical the first plunge it wasn't bad, and 
J,Auder saya, it• very, very n~ce, f' beat of the engine comes clear i the youthful mind quickly palled ~ lie in be4 on Su~day morning across the miles, and there is a from mourning over th& mls&rtes 
~r any o her morning. distant sound of movement such as of life to contemplation of its 
* * * only a apeeding train makes. Some beautles
11 
The birds were waki:ng 
THE AIR IS WARM AND faint movement of air mutes the and beginning to fill the air with 
quiet. There is not even a faint sound momentarlly, like a pianis- mueic. The dew sparkled in the 
breeze. The talle t branches of tl~e simo passage in a wymphony, and sunlight. The fragrance of red 
trees scare ly move. The sky 1s then in swells again into distlnc- clover bloom tilled the air.. A 
clear, and the air that comes f~om tion. . sweet brier .yielded lts sweet in-
the open Wlt,.dow 1s hea'7y witll * * * cense to the air. And when the 
dew. I know that in an hour or SIXTY YEARS AGO I SHOULD cows were brought up with what 
0 the grass will sparkle withi not have been lying quietly In bed voracious appetite did one tackle 
4eweled· splendor as the sun touch- that steaming bteakfast ! 
s the tiny water drops that night after 5 o'clock of a summer morn- ! * * * 
aa distributed o lavishly and ing listening to the birds Or ran- 1 F IVE O' CL O C Kl THA1'S 
quietly, way trains. Trains were too far what it was when I last nbtlced, 
* * * SI- away, but there were plenty of but now it's nearly 8. I must hav~ 
BIRDS SH AT TE R THE birds. But 5 o'clock, in summer, if dropped off 'to sleep again. I lenc,e with their chattering. One not earlier, was getting-up time, 
ombinatfon of sound seems to 
11 "Ome from many bird& at once. and when it WU time fOf a fe OW 
,., to get up, up he got, without any 
obably a nest of young sparrows argument or delay. If necessary 
lamoring for their breakfast. Or 'a. boy was called, but 1i was expect-
perhaps robins, for' they, too, are ed that he would hav6 interest 
noisy fellowa. Somewhere an adult enough In the job to get up without 
robin chirps •. A dewy morning ls waiting for a call. - In our family 
ood huntinl' for the robins, for we had no alarm clock. Waking 
the worms are abroad in full force. at tlie right hour 'Was supposed 
They :µiust borrow dHply to escape ' to be instinctive and automatic. 
e. plunging beaks of the robins. Sometimes it was. 
* * * A CATBlltD U'RTERS HIS * * * 
harsh "mieouw,'' a. per:tect irnita- GETTING UP AT 5 MEANT 
tlon of a dis~onsolata kitten. going to bed at 9, if one were to 
Then, having cleared his throat, get his eight hours of sleep, and 
~· catbird sings a few bars of 9 P. M. was quite customary bed- I 
one of the most :melodious , songs time. Life was real, life was earn-' 
that the daily concert bring us. In est, and when there was work to be . 
ditlon to hi own notes, 'Which 
IN ALL THAT GOES TO MAKE holiday, and at times they may 
an evening a success the third of make considerable nois·e. Natural-
th I interfraternity singing ly, i~ is the noise which attracts at-
e annua tenbon, and becaus.e of this the 
contests at the University of North . public is easily misled as to what 
· Dakota was fuDy the real life of a college is. It is 
equal to either of pleasant to be reminded by such 
its predecessors. an affair as that of Sunday eve~ 
Preceded by an ning that our University of North 
excellent band Dakota students do not spend all 
c o n c e r t which their time staging riotous demon .. 
featured classical stration and demolishing the con-
and popular num- stitution. On the contrary, they are 
bers,. the contest doing a lot of h\rd, earnest work 
proper included which will help to fit them for 
numbers by eight citizenship, and I am quite sure 
fraternity groups that most of them have a sincere 
of about 20 men and earnest regard for the flag, 
each, and was the constitution and the principles 
followed by sev- which they represent. I enjoyed 
eral n u m b e rs I their music, and I enjoyed even 
w p Davies rendered by the more some of the things that I 
·I • • • interfrat e r n it y thought I could read between the 
glee club directed by J6hn Rezat- notes. 
j to. John Howard acted as master of 
ceremonies with his customary 
tact and resourcefulness, and the 
committee of arrangements was 
given a merited round of applause 
for its excellent work in handling 
the affair. 
* * * JUST A SUGGESTION WHICH -
it may be worth while to consider 
another year. A passing train does 
not make good accompaniment for 
vocal music. Might it not be a good 
idea to keep in touch by phone 
* * * with the railway people, and when 
THE CONDITIONS UN D E R a train is about to pass the campus 
which the concert was given were have a five-minute intermission. I 
ideal. The little grassy peninsula am sure the railway people would 
with its background of trees is an be glad to co-operate and the num- · 
ideal spot for a stage, and opposite, bers could be so timed that there · 
and separated from it by the glassy would be no interference. 
coulee, the sloping bank makes a · * * * 
perfect amphitheater. The band WINN IP E G CELEBRATED 
concert was played against the Empire day, formerly observed as 
background of light clouds illum- Queen Victoria's birthday, by vis-
inated by the glory of a setting iting Grand Forks. Not all the 
sun, while the contest was s ged Winnipeg people were here over 
in floodlight as the evening shad- the week-end, but there were 
ows deepened. A crescent moon enough here to tax the rooming fa-
~ung overhead, and the lacy foli- cilities of the city and to create 
1 
age of the miniature forest gave a the impression that Winnipeg must 
fairy-like aspect to the scene. The be a pretty big place. Winnipeg 
thousands who constituted the au- guests are always welcome \ here, 
dience maintained perfect order and in the interchange of visits 
and the music came ear and many fine friendships have been 
1 sweet through the quiet air. born. 
* * * * * * I MAKE NO ATTEMPT a'O BAND DIRECTOR HAESLE 
pass judgment on the singing. That did the gracious thing in featuring 
is for specialists .in that line, and Canadian music in his park band 
they performed their work with concert on Sunday evening, and 
due care and discrimination. To the visitors seemed to enjoy their 
me one of the most impressive stay here. Now I think of another 
features of the whole evening was suggestion. When a group of visit-
the fact that some 200 young col- ors come to the city on such an 
lege men were thus providing de- occasion, and proper notice of that 
Iightful entertainment for some fact is given, wouldn't it be a good 
thousands of people in a form of idea to provide them with guest 
cultural art to which they had de- badges? If that were done numer-
voted themselves. in study and re- ous little courtesies of many kinds 
hearsal for many weeks, for pure would be volunteered by local peo-
love of it. I liked that immensely. pie, and the visit would be made 
* * * just that much more pleasant. Ar-
COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE rangements could be made without 
young, and they have all the qual- difficulty for the distribution of 
ities of youth. Out of school they badges from hotels and other pub- 1 
are inclined to make the most of a lie places. 

ONE OF THE FINEST MOTHS . to which it clung, often moving its l'I 
that I have ever seen emerges wings, but seldom spreading them. 1 
from its cocoon on Tuesday morn- In the evening it was still there. I 1 
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. O. . . . . 1
1 E. Peterson, 115 Next mornmg 1t was m ,the same 
Walnut s tr e et. place, but to the amazement of the ! 
Last fall the co family its mate had appeared, . as I 
coon was found out of a clear sky. The life of any 
attached to a sec- moth is brief, its span being com-
tion of low wire pleted when eggs are laid for a 
fencing which is new brood. The appearance of one 1 
used in summe such rare creature is unusual 
a s a g u a r d enough to attract attention, but 
around a lily pool here were two of them, identical in 
on the lot, and size, color and design. Somewhere, 
which is stored in some unknown spot, another co- r 
in th e a t t i c coon hatl gone through the winter, 
through the win .. presumably under conditions e:t?--
ter. Last fall tirely different. Yet on the. same 
when the fence day the two had emerged from 
was being remov- their respective shells, and in some 
ed for its usual mysterious way had found each 
winter storage a large cocoon was other, to establlsp a. new family 
found attached to one of the wires. and keep the chain of life un-
An effort was made to remove it broken. 
that it might be kept for observa-
tion. It was found, however, that 
the cocoon w~s attached so firmly 
' to the wire that it could not be de-
t a c h e d without destroying it, 
therefore it remained in attic stor-
age all winter. 
* * * WITH THE APPROACH OF 
warm weather the bit of fencing 
was brought down and placed 
around the pool as usual and the 
cocoon. was watched for develop-
ments. On Tuesday morning there 
emerged from it an immense moth, 
brilliantly colored in variegated 
l pattern. The moth attached itself 
1 to the back of a bench near by, 
and there 1 had the privilege of 
! examining it late in the day. By 
· actual measurement the insect had 
a wing spread of 7 inches, and its 
~, body was about the size of a man's 
, thumb. 
* * * MRS. PETERSON HAS BElnN 
familiar with moths from child-
hood. Her father was a timber 
cruiser, and often on his journeys 
through the forest In the fall he , 
would gather and bring home twigs 
to which cocoons had just been 
attached. These were hung up in-
doors through the winter, and their 
opening was always watched witp. 
interest. One fine moth, shortly 
after emerging, spread its wings, 
flew out of doors and disappeared 
in the distance. But when night 
came it was fotind clinging to the 
screen door, and when the door 
was opened it flew in, apparently 
glad to be "home" again. 
* * * YEARS AGO I FOUND A 
large cocoon, brought it home, and, 
after it had been subjected to the 
usual inspection I dropped it 'into 
* * * a drawer used for tools and odds 
AGAINST A RATHER NEU- and ends, where it lay forgotten all 
, tral background the moth's wings winter. In the spring there were 
1 are touched up with bri1liant bits heard faint sounds as of some-of color in which orange-brown thing nibbling, and everybody said, 
I . . predominates. The wings are band .. "a mouse!'' We hunted for thab 
1 ed in several colors and are edged mouse, without .result. We set traps 
in a. grayish blue. Each wing has a for · it and caugh nothing. Tfie nib-
central "eye'' of browh. The body bling continued. Once, having the 
is ringed with many circles of or- drawer open, I noticed that the 
ange-brown. The whole color effect sound was louder than usual. I 
ls one of soft brilliance, and the looked closely and saw the cocoon 
deetlgn ls exceedingly beautiful. I move slightly. The moth inside 
have seen nothihg locally to corree- was nibbling its way out, and its 
pond to this moth, and the neare8t slight movement had disturbed 
· approach that ! have found in ref- the balance of the cocoon. The ob-
ere ce ·booke is in some of the ject was placed in a. glass jar, and 
tropical mot}ls. presently a large and beautiful 
* * * moth came into· the open. However, 
ALL DAY TUESDAY THE it was not as fine· a specimen as 
moth sunned itself on the bench, that of Mrs. Peterson. 
IF 
' XN A POISNT DUO SION •~ttr ~t a, until • .....,. 7,ePI 
ot tt.rlY Oran4 :rorkl bit 'f7 tbe dter ~• couoUclatioat at tu lltr-
statement was :qua.de ~1 e oltJ ald and tile 'l'bnts ln 18U. 
* * * . had thr•e dally lltWIP era lD A co'D'D'll'S'DOND ... 
1907. 'l'bat .tat... "" "'~.w ~ ... NT ASKS 
men$ wu ch~ for a4ditiQ11al Information concern. 
lenged by one of ing a test of the effect of aloohol 
the group wllo on automobile drlver, which wa.1 
llal'1 th a't the mentioned ln thls column early in 
Plalndealer h a d the year, The substance of the 
gone out of b~si- ,tory 1s that four young men, used 
nes, before the u 1ubj1cta ln the test, were given 
Evening 'l' t JD. e 1 "4osu of llquor, two ou11ce1 at IL 
w a I establlalled, tline, up to a total of eigtit ounces, 
and th•t in 190T and tha.t UP to varying point, ii,. 
tbe two dalltes the teaj; the reactlon• . of soi:n, of 
were the :Herald the 1ubjeot1 were found to have 
an({ the Times. :tt been acoelerate4 ln1t~ of retard• 
is true that the ed. The corrt1ponde11t uke for the 
Plainde a I e r, as •ouroe of the story, and whether 
such, we, s di3- the beverago used was beer or 
W, P. Davle11- continued before .uonser liquor. 
the Tim11 ,,.. published, yet the * * * 
city bad thre, dallies ln 19()'1, as the I Alll SOR.RY THAT I ;EU.VE 
Plaindealer ):la4 1;,een moved and no lnformatlon other than appu.r• 
reorianlzCJd u the Evening Jlress. ed. In tbe parasraph. I recall read• 
The Plaindealer, the first Grand ins u account ot the teat in an 
Forks uewspap1r, was founded. by 1utern paper, but what paper, I 
Geo. H. Walsh in 18'74 or early in do not reaall. A.a to the liquid used, 
1875. It• financial career was mark- while I have no lnfor~tlon on the 
ed by many ~hanges. For a time •ubjeot, I &lftlUU)e it was distilled 
t4e ipajodty of ita stock was own- liquor, :probably whisky, That as-
ed~ 111,1b rosa, by George :B. Win- sumptton i• bued ln the fact that 
slllp, who had 11tarted the Herald tbt efftct of two ouncc,s of beer 
111 1879, on a normal adult woutd be too 
* * * all1ht to be dttected by any in-
J'OR SEVERAL YEARS THE atrument known to man. 
p~per waa publhtlled by w. J. :Uur- * * ill 
plly, later publleher of the Minne- ON THJD OTHER HAND, TWO 
apoliq Tribune, ;Rev. H. Q, M1iade1'- ou11co1 of strairbt whisky is Pr 
llaU bourht it frQlll l!lll\lrpb.y, and _man'11 fllze drink, of the size fre-
aold tt 1;Q w. lil, KoKen,ite ancl Bl, ~uontly do1tcnated u "four fing. 
C. Oa.rruU1, of Crooltsto11. Under ers," One of tbo•• would be more 
the :manaiiement ot Mr. C11,ttUtb than a ",niifter." It would be a 
the Plaindealer waa publ11hed for "snort," Four ot them, unless aep-
aeveral year, on lttttllon avenue, aratecl rather wldely, would pro-
but a new ntana&ement moved it to 4uce re11ultl beyond safe predic-
the present ,tte c,f tlle :fowtr com• tlon, · · 
pa.ny'• buUcUq oii Tbt:rcl 1treet * * * 
and ehaft&'ecl lk :namo to the lDvo- IN 'l'!DC LITTJ;.,ll :EU.IL STORM; 
nlns Frns. I am :uot 1ure u tQ the that vl1Jted Gra.ncl Forks a few 
,equenee of ownenblp e.t that dap NO tllen wt.II one feature 
time, or . as to por11011P.tl, but tluJ.t wu enttrelJ new to mo in 
Geor&"e El, Pyi11 wu Qnt of tho J>&r• connectlou wltb. hall, Ulltll tben l 
ties interested, and I think lt ,vu bad never notlced b.&il ln tho :form 
under the owner11blp of C, .A. M;c- ot olear let. Hall la u1ually wbtte 
C(l.nn, fo{mer city MupertntenO.ent ancl ol)aque, ,md moat of the ball-
ot schooltl iJ) l!Ja1t Gr&D<l Jrol'kll, stonoa m tbe recent atorm were of 
that tile last number was t.aued, that obaractef, But nmed ,rtth the 
That wa.11 ftQIQe two or three years white pellet,, rounded and U'l'Ofl\l .. 
11.\blilequel\t to th• touncUn1 of the lar, were · others of regular form 
Tilnes in 1900, and ln J>a.rt of crystal-clear ice. 
* * * Th111 111,lllstone,, as nearly aa I 
AT A $Tll4L EARLIER J>JD.. can. 4~be tlmn, w,re l?l the 
riod there h11-d been tllroe datu~ 1hapt of hAll,Jonal pnamids. That 
m Grand Fork11. Tbe a,rald and 111, the but ot each w•s a 11ixslded 
tlle Fbiindealer, startecl u woek- ft,ur1, •bout halt an inch in dia,. 
lhu1, had beQQfflt dally publle&tioiu1, meter, amd the side~. curvinJ 
antJ t~• fltJd 11temed to be prettf sllJhtly, met tn a point, tormlng a. I weU QCIOYPied, but w. R, ~lerJy tn. :Pfl'Q.fflld al>out tllroMuarter• of a.n . tered with uotller afternoon pa,- inc:h hlf!1· The lower part · of the 
per, the Northwest :News, 'Wbich, body WaJI p transparent as any ice, 
atter a fitful esi1tence, WP 1u11· but thct polnt ot ,ach figure, for 
pended as ,1, daily in Januc,,cy, 1197, about a quarter of an tnoh, wa11 
ancl ,;ontl1t.11,d fo:r tmotber year or whlto and op-.,gue. I ani not ,qlq 
two u a weokly. The American, a tbat. tblt featvr• 1" unique, but 
~OilH,l'tlllU. leape daily, dl4 not 4o l\ot reea.11 havlllS notl<1e4 tt 
w~Y D~ES A BIRD SING AT P6rlmenting with dand~lions~~e\ 
midnight? Mrs. J. M. Gillette should use a card index and an 
would like to know. Why does any- elaborate system of accounting. 
one sing at midnight? But that For lack of those things I am all 
isn't a parallel at sea. Last year, on certain bits 
question. B i r ·d s of sod where dandelions were nu-
are constitution- merous, I experimented with v~ri-
a 11 y diff~rent, ous attempts at extermination. I 
and their noctur- used iron sulphate, ammonia sul-
nal habits are de- phate, nitric and sulphuric acids, 
cidedly different. kerosene, gasoune, and even · com-
The causes which mon vinegar. This year, on a little 
prompt , to hu- patch a few feet square, which was 
man song at mid- full of dandelions last year, there 
night are quite is not one to be found. Evident!;· 
foreign to the on that little plot I used the right 
habits ~f birds. thing, but what it was, I'm blessed 
Yet some birds if I know. I used so many things 
other than the that I lost track of them. Now I 
n i g h t ingale do have · to begin all over again. 
sing at midnight * * * 
W. P.- Davies. and in the small I DID- DISCOVER, HOWEVER. 
hours immediately following. that a good pinch of sulphate of 
* · * * ammonia, applied to the center of 
SEVERAL YEARS AGO, AT a dandelion, will kill it. Where that 
the home then occupied by the· was· used the root sent up no new 
Gillettes, a catbird was heard sing- growth. But if enough of the chemi-
ing ·every night in the early sum- cal is applied to kill the dandelion 
mer- between midnight and 1 A. M. the earth for several inches around 
There was no mistaking the iden- will become so saturated as to kill 
tity of the bird, for its program· al- the grass. If the burned spots are 
ways began with the familiar imi- isolated, grass will cover them 
tation of a yowling kitten and in- again · after several weeks, but if. 
eluded the beautiful little song the plan is ·used where the weeds 
which belongs to the . catbird ·· alon~. are thick the entire area will be 
There were other selections in the left bare. 
nature of imitations. It was a solo * 1c * 
1 performance, never more than one .CITY TEAMS HA VE BEEN 
voice being heard in it. After a hauling off hundrers of ·1oads of 
program occupying, with intervale, dead shrubbery, the leavings of a 
,· about an hour, the music, ceased, hard winter, 'and possibly of other 
· to be resumed in the same man- conditions not understood. Little 
ner' next night. of t~e shrubbery has been actual-
* ' * * ly killed,' as ·life is left in ·the roots 
,THIS CONTINUED FOR SEV- in almost all cases, and . new 
eral seasons, and it . was assumed growth will soon take the place of 
that the same bird . was the , per- the old. While some home em-
former. Since· then there have bellishment has been impaired for 
·. been several years of : .midnight si- the time . being, ' there will be ~- little 
. ·1ence, but -withi~ the· past week the permanent damage, and the severe 
I 
Gillettes at their .. pre.sent home on pruning made necessary will re. 
Fourth avenue South, have been sult in better .. growth ·another sea-
regaled with' midnight music from son. 
a catbird, exactly like the original. * * * 
Mrs. Gillette has searched through P E R S O N S SENSITIVE TO 
all the available books on birds, mosquito and 'other insect poison 
but 'she has found no mention any- are not havin·g a happy · time. 
where of catbirds singing, at night. Mosquit(?es. , are numerous , and vi-
She has appealed. to Dr. ,Libby, who cious, and even .greater distress is 
·~ is a'n authority·: on . birds, but the caused by\ ·the swarms of ·little 
·thing is new to him. Does anyone gnats which are so I numerous this . 
else· know of such a case? season. I have been told, I do not 
*" · * · * know how- correctly, that these 
· DR. LIBBY SUGGESTS THAT midget ·inse.cts .are ,what 'are , known 
some peculiar light . condition, such, in western ' territory·. as desert !lies, 
as the shining · of the moon, · or," of I arid that: ,they have been · ,brought 
an electric light, may cause tlle I thus far from ):heir. proper ,home 
·bird to think that it is morning, I with the , dust ·-with· which the air 
and that a habit of night sh:ging has been , filled ori s,everal ·. occa-
may thus be developed. ·Tne sub- sions .this spring. I have heard of 
9ect, howeve·r, seems . not to have person · who. suffer seve.rely from 
received the attention .that a habit: the · first mo'squito bite, but . who 
so interesting deserves. are thereafter · immune for the en-
* * * I tire s.eason. With most of us each 
?;O DO A REAL JOB 0~ EX- I bite sets up· a new inflammation. 
